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FOREWORD 

The investigation reported herein was accomplished under Depart

ment of the Army Project 4A061101A91D, "In-House Laboratory Independent 

Research Program." The study was entitled "Evaluation of the O'Neil 

Shear-0-Meter for Performing Constant-Volume Direct Shear Tests." 

The testing program and evaluations presented in this report were 

performed during the period June 1969 to May 1970 by Mr. P. A. Gilbert 

of the Laboratory Research Section under the general supervision of 

Mr. B. N. Maciver, former Chief, Laboratory Research Section, Embank

ment and Foundation Branch; Mr. J. R. Compton, Chief, Embankment and 

Foundation Branch; and Mr. J. P. Sale, Chief, Soils and Pavements 

Laboratory. The report was prepared by Mr. Gilbert with significant 

contribution by Mr. Compton. 

Directors of the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station 

during the conduct of the investigation and preparation of the report 

were COL J. R. Oswalt, CE; COLL. A. Brown, CE; BG E. D. Peixotto, CE; 

and COL G. H. Hilt, CE. Technical Directors were Messrs. J. B. Tiffany 

and F. R. Brown. 
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Conversion Factors, British to Metric Units of Measurement 

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to 

metric units as follows: 

inches 

pounds 

Multiply 

pounds per square inch 

tons per square foot 

pounds per cubic foot 

B:2: 

25. 4 

0.45359237 

0.070307 

6. 894757 

0.9764855 

95.76052 

16. 0185 

vii 

To Obtain 

millimeters 

kilograms 

kilograms (force) per 
square centimeter 

kilonewtons per square 
meter 

kilograms (force) per 
square centimeter 

kilonewtons per square 
meter 

kilograms per cubic 
meter 



SUMMARY 

Stability analyses of soil structures require knowledge of the 

shear strength of the soil in question under the conditions of drainage 

anticipated during loading in the field. Shear failures in large masses 

of saturated clay may occur with relatively slow rates of shear move

ment with no drainage occurring during shear. Large thick clay masses 

are often encountered in engineering design. Thus there is a need for 

an apparatus to determine undrained shearing resistance in soils; this 

need formulates the basis of this study. 

An undrained strength measurement may be obtained in the triaxial 

compression test by closing all valves to the soil specimen to ensure 

no drainage during shear, but the tr5axial compression test requires 

saturation and consolidation, processes which could require weeks to 

accomplish. 

The inunediate concern of this study was to evaluate the O'Neil 

Shear-0-Meter, a direct shear apparatus so modified as to perform an 

undrained strength test by varying the normal stress during shear. 

O'Neil undrained strength tests may be performed in a very short time 

compared with the time required for triaxial compression undrained tests. 

The two tests are compared herein, as well as a comparison of drained 

strength information, which also can be obtained from the O'Neil test, 

with the standard drained direct shear. 

Testing procedures for the shear device and for auxi�iary consoli

dation equipment were developed-. An- eval-uati-on- of- t-he - cons-tant-volume

direct shear test as performed in the O'Neil Shear-0-Meter is included 

and a complete description of the equipment and testing procedure given. 
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EVALUATION OF THE O'NEIL SHEAR-0-METER FOR 
PERFORMING CONSTANT-VOLUME DIRECT SHEAR TESTS 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

1. Stability analyses of soil foundations and embankments require 

knowledge of the shear strength of each soil involved under the condi

tions of drainage anticipated during period of construction and loading 

in the field. Laboratory determinations of shear strength are possible 

only under a limited number of different drainage conditions; that is, 

drainage during any one phase of a test can either be prevented entire

ly {permitting no dissipation of excess pore water pressure) or be 

allowed to continue until complete (giving full dissipation of excess 

pore water pressure) . 

2. In the consolidated-drained {S) direct shear test, a relatively 

thin rectangular soil specimen is confined between the top and bottom 

halves of a rigid shear box and consolidated under a constant vertical 

stress prior to shearing. After consolidation is complete, a horizon

tal force is applied to one-half of the box, moving it relative to the 

other fixed half, thus forcing a horizontal failure plane or zone 

through the specimen. During this shearing phase , the vertical stress 

is held constant and the shear force, horizontal deformation, and ver

tical deformation are observed at appropriate intervals. The specimen 

is sheared slowly enough so that pore pressures developing in the 

specimen dissipate and effective stresses act throughout the test. 

3. The direct shear apparatus has the advantages of being simple 

and easy to use, and the short drainage path associated with the thin 

specimen hastens consolidation and facilitates drainage during shear. 

The apparatus, however, is not well suited for performing a consolidated

undrained (R) test because of the difficulty in preventing drainage 

during shear. 
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4. Undrained shear strength can be at least approached in a direct 

shear apparatus by shearing the specimen very rapidly so that, hopefully, 

any pore pressures which develop do not have time to dissipate. How

ever, results of such tests are questionable, since some drainage does 

occur. 

5. A truly undrained test might be performed in a direct shear 

apparatus if, fol.lowing consolidation under a constant vertical stress, 

the specimen is sheared while the vertical stress is varied to counter

act any tendency for the height of the specimen to change. If the 

specimen height, and hence the volume, is held constant with adequate 

precision, there is no change in its density and a measurement 

of the undrained shear strength is obtained. 

6. At the end of consolidation, the pore pressure within the 

specimen has dissipated to atmospheric pressure: Since the volume is 

not allowed to change during shear, the average pore pressure remains 

at atmospheric pressure throughout the test, and the normal stress at 

any time during shear is therefore the effective normal stress. The 

change in normal stress during shear is equivalent to the average 

change in pore pressure which would have occurred had the specimen been 

prevented from draining under a constant normal stress. The constant

volume direct shear test (CVDS) is therefore equivalent to an undrained 

test with pore pressure measurements. 

7. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the CVDS test as 

performed on the O'Neil direct shear apparatus (Shear-0-Meter) . The 

O'Neil apparatus is essentially a direct shear device so modified as to 

obtain undrained strength information. Tests with this apparatus yield 

consolidated-undrained and effective strength information in considerably 

shorter periods of time than R triaxial tests (which also require com

plete saturation of specimens prior to consolidation and shear) . 

8. The apparatus and test results were evaluated in a test program 

on compacted specimens of Vicksburg silty clay (CL) and Vicksburg buck

shot clay (CH) . 
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PART II: DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 

Shear Apparatus 

9. The O'Neil constant-volume direct shear apparatus, manufactured 

by Hallikainen Instruments Company of Berkeley, California, is pictured 

in fig. 1. The apparatus tests rectangular specimens, 3 in � by 3 in. , 

with specimen heights varying between 1/2 and 1 in. Features of the 

apparatus are shown in figs. 2 and 3. 

10. With the apparatus as received from the manufacturer, normal 

stress is applied to the specimen through a loading frame by a vertical

thrust shaft driven through a gear box by hand cranking. The normal 

force is measured by a vertical load ring. With this arrangement, it is 

not possible either to consolidate or to shear specimens under a constant 

normal stress without frequent hand adjustments. Therefore, the appara

tus was modified at WES by the addition of an air-operated cell mounted 

on the lower end of the vertical-thrust shaft as shown in fig. 2; this 

cell acts against a cross bar on extensions of the two tension rods 

used in the original apparatus, after disconnecting the vertical-thrust 

shaft from the bottom support bar. This arrangement enables the appli

cation of a constant normal load on the specimen during consolidation, 

or during shear in a standard direct shear test. For the shear phase 

of the constant-volume test, the vertical-thrust shaft is again connected 

to the bottom support bar by tightening the nuts on each side and 

removing the air pressure. This permits the manual adjustments neces

sary to maintain constant specimen volume by varying the normal force. 

The tendency for change in vertical height is monitored by direct 

measurement of specimen height. No correction of specimen height for 

* A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to 
metric units is presented on page vii. 
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Fig. 1. O'Neil constant-volume direct shear apparatus 
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apparatus deflection is necessary since the measurement is made on an 

unstressed pin resting directly on the top porous stone. D�tails of 

this arrangement are shown in fig. 4, which is a more detailed section 

of the shear box assembly with the major elements identified. 

Consolidation Apparatus 

11. The O'Neil lever loader is a.n accessory apparatus to permit 

independent consolidation of the test specimen prior to shear. The 

purpose of this accessory equipment is to increase test production. 

The consolidation phase of the test may require 24 hr or more, depending 

on the magnitude of the normal load and number of increments applied, 

while the shear phase of the constant-volume test may be accomplished 

in less than 90 min. Therefore, test production would be increased 

greatly if specimens were consolidated in devices independent of the 

shear apparatus. However, even though during the transfer of specimens 

following consolidation in the lever loader to the shear apparatus the 

dial indicator showed no detectable change in specimen thickness, it 

was found that after the transfer the consolidating stress could not be 

reapplied to the specimen without additional consolidation taking place. 

Therefore, in the majority of the tests performed under this program, 

test specimens were consolidated in the modified shear apparatus. Com

parison of test data using the two means of consolidating specimens is 

discussed in Appendix A, "Effects of Transferring Consolidated Speci

mens from Lever Loader to Shear Apparatus. " 
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PART III: CALIBRATION OF THE APPARATUS 

Normal Stress Application System 

12. The normal stress application system of the O'Neil device was 

calibrated by deflecting the vertical load ring with the controlled 

strain apparatus and measuring the force induced by this deflection. 

The induced force was measured with a Baldwin load cell and indicator 

and the deflection measured with the Federal dial indicator mounted in 

the ring. Several calibrations up to 2000 lb were run on the system, 
-4 and each run was plotted as ring gage factor (lb/in. x 10 ) versus 

ring deflection. When these calibrations were plotted and compared, 

they were found to be nonrepeating but essentially parallel. It was 

then observed that the vertical rods of the system were tilted, and the 

degree of tilt changed during the calibration. After investigations 

involving different positions of loading, the nonrepeating calibration 

curves were attributed to eccentric loads introduced by the tilted 

vertical loading rods. The degree of induced eccentricity could not be 

duplicated in two successive runs, so the calibration curves could not 

be duplicated. This effect is magnified even more during an actual 

test as the shear force acts horizontally which aggravates the eccentric

i ty in the normal loading system. 

13. The final calibration curve to be used for data reduction was 

determined by plotting four typical calibration curves on one plot and 

computing a- we-ighted- eurve- from - these -, gi-vi-ng-more -weight- to- the- - curve-s

representing conditions of maximum eccentricity. Loads calculated from 

the final calibration curve shown in fig. 5 did not deviate more than 

1.5 percent from the loads given by any of the curves. 

14. A plot of a typical load-unload operation is shown in fig. 6. 

From this plot it is seen that the load-unload relationship is parallel 

with a separation of about 0.5 percent. The different load-unload 

9 
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relationship is expected since there is backlash and friction in the 

dial indicator and hysteresis effects in the load ring. The 0. 5 per

cent separation is well within the 1. 5 percent uncertainty due to 

eccentricity and was neglected. The load/deflection versus deflection 

relationship is not constant. This also is expected since as the ring 

deflects, its geometry changes and as the geometry changes, so does 

the load-deflection relationship. The load /deflection versus deflec

tion relationship scatters somewhat in the first 10 percent of the load 

range. This type of behavior has been observed in other load rings 

and may be due to seating difficulties, local defects and variations 

in the material of the ring, or dial indicator flaws. The relation

ship scatters slightly in the last 90 percent, but the trend is easily 

seen, and these effects may be due to the friction in the ball bushing 

which stabilizes the ring or dial indicator effects. This dial indi

cator was not tapped during calibration since it was not intended to 

tap it during an actual test. The equations of the calibration rela

tionship were found and used to reduce test data by computer. As has 

been stated, the device was modified to include a pneumatic cell which 

allowed the application of a constant normal stress for consolidation. 

The pressure controlling the normal stress was measured with a Bourdon 

gage. The cylinder and Bourdon gage were calibrated for applied consol

stress. This calibration included the stress due to the weight of the 

normal force system. The calibration curve is shown in fig. 7. 

Shear Stress Application System 

Shear stress 

15. The shear stress application sys�em was calibrated using the 

same procedure as with the normal stress system. The horizontal load 

ring was deflected with the controlled strain system, and the induced 

force and deflection measured and recorded. 

16. The force was again measured with the Baldwin load cell and 

indicator� Since the load cell reading is affected by side loads, the 
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cell was·supported in its horizontal position to minimize the side load 

due to the weight of the cell. The force was applied through a ball to 

minimize the effects of eccentric loading on the cell. 

17. The horizontal load ring operates in compression, but the 

effects of eccentricity due to the compression are not nearly as pro

nounced as in the normal stress system since the shear force ring is 

clamped very rigidly and aligned at one end by the length adjuster and 

at the other end by the ball bushing shaft. 

18. The system was loaded to 1000 lb with the calibration curve 

being plotted as ring gage factor versus ring deflection. The behavior 

of this relationship was very much like that of the normal load system, 

showing some scatter in the first 10 percent of the range and a decrease 

in gage factor with deflection. 

19. Several calibrations were run and "they all repeated to within 

1. 0 percent; so the equation of a typical calibration curve was used 

for computer reduction of the data. Again there was some hysteresis, 

but it was within the range of uncertainty so it was neglected. The 

calibration curve is shown in fig. 8. 
I 

Rate of displacement 

20. The horizontal drive system of the O'Neil device was calibrated 

for rates of displacement by setting the drive system in various gear 

and motor settings and measuring the movement of the horizontal thrust 

shaft and the time required for that movement. 

21. The system consists of the motor, the gear box, and the 

motor speed control system. The motor is rated at 1/50 horsepower, 

has variable speed, and is reversible. The gear box has two speed 

settings designated as ''fast" and "slow, " with t he fast setting being 

faster than the slow setting by a factor of 50. The motor speed con

trol device includes two motor ranges designated as "hi" and "lo" with 

the high setting giving an increase in rate of displacement of 45 per

cent over the low setting. The forward-reverse switch allows the direc

tion of the motor to be reversed for the removal of shear stress. The 
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rheostat controls the speed of the IOOtor and allows stepless variation 

in the rates of displacement over a given motor range and gear setting. 

22. During calibration the movement of the horizontal thrust HT 

shaft was measured under a no-load condition by clamping dial indicator 

to the frame such that the axis of the stem of the indicator aligned 

with the axis of the shaft with the stem bearing on the shaft. The time 

required for various movements of the HT shaft was recorded and the 

rate of displacement was computed in in. /min and plotted against the 

rheostat or motor speed setting. The results are shown in fig. 9. The 

motor setting for rates of displacement from 0.0006 to 0".08 in./min 

may be computed from the equation. 

Motor Setting= K1K2 x 947.7 x Strain Rate + 12.l (1) 

with the constants K1 , K2 being dictated by the gear and motor range. 

24. It is seen from the plot that the rheostat setting is not 

linear with displacement rate, but this linear equation can be used to 

estimate the motor speed setting to within one division on the rheostat 

for a desired strain rate. The results shown in fig. 9 have all been 

normalized to one plot to show the consistent nonlinearity of the rheo

stat. The equation indicates that the motor stops movement at about 

12 division on the rheostat. In working with the device, it was found 

that the movement of the motor below 15 division was unsteady, jerky, 

and irregular, and the motor often stalled. Motor movement in this 

range was very slow and greatly influenced by friction and line voltage 

variations. Rheostat settings below 15 division give uncertain dis

placement rates because of the inability �f the motor to run smoothly 

at such slow speeds. 

24. The total range of rates of displacements is shown in fig. 10 
on a semilog plot. The uncertain portion of the curves below 15 divi

sion are shown dotted. It is seen from this plot that the "fast-slow" 

curves overlap only in the uncertain range, with uncertainty being in 

displacement rates from 0.0016 to 0.0035 in./min. 
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25. The motor on the device is affected by line voltage and cur

rent variation. This effect in addition to the friction in the motor 

and free play in the gearing arrangement may explain the scatter seen 

in the data collected. 

26. The gear box has also a manual setting for the rapid removal 

or application of shear stress. The shear stress application system is 

designed to perform only controlled strain tests with a maximum horizon

tal movement of about 0. 75 in. 

Friction in the Shear Box 

27. The O'Neil shear box was calibrated for friction by displace-. 

ment of the top and bottom shear blocks under various normal loads and 

measuring the friction force developed under each load. 

28. The calibration for friction was run very much like a shear 

test but without a specimen. The shear box was assembled and filled 

with distilled water. The normal loads were applied to the shear blocks 

through a bar using the normal loading system. The friction tests were 

run at the same rate of displacement as the soil tests. The normal 

forces applied were in increments of 25 divisions {about 25.lb) on the 

normal force load ring. Under each increment of normal load, the 

frictional force rose to a peak, then dropped to a residual value with 

some stick-slip behavior being observed. The calibration is summarized 

in fig. 11. 

29. The friction force was measured with the horizontal load ring, 

but this force also included friction in the horizontal ball bushing. 

The shaft passing through this bushing was replaced because it developed 

more than 15 lb of friction in its movement through the ball bushing. 

The new shaft developed a frictional force of about 1/2 lb in its move

ment through the bushing. 

30. In the reduction of the test data, stresses were not corrected 

for friction for three reasons. First, the contact surfaces of the 

bronze shear box are smooth, giving a peak friction angle of 10. 4 deg 
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and a residual angle of 8. 3 deg. The actual frictional force developed 

between the contact surfaces of the shear box is believed to never ex

ceed 3 lb or about 0.025 tsf. This is small relative to the errors 

that eccentricity of normal force may introduce. Secondly, the trans

fer of normal stress to the walls of the shear box causes a reduction 

in normal stress �cting on the soil; this somewhat compensates for the 

friction between the contact surfaces of the shear box. Third, it 

would be very difficult to determine the true magnitude of the friction

al force developed during an actual test. 

Interaction Between the Shear and Normal Force Systems 

31. The O'Neil device utilizes flexible rings to measure force 

and hence suffers the disadvantage of the inability to apply a constant 

rate of'displacement to the soil since some of the displacement must go 

to deflect the load ring. This disadvantage is only of secondary 

importance since the inconstant rate of displacement is experienced 

only up to the maximum shear stress, and in the CVDS test, the maximum 

shear stress occurs at very small displacements. Of . greater importance 

is the fact that long, inadequately fastened tension rods are used in 

the normal force system, and as the shear force gage deflects, the rods 

experience sidesway, which introduces an eccentricity to the normal 

force and produces a distributed pressure over the top surface of the 

soil specimens. As the normal stress increases, so does the shear 

stress and the eccentricity introduced by sidesway of the normal force 

frame. This would indicate that uncertainty and error would vary with 

normal stress. This testing program has indicated that the O'Neil shear 

apparatus may be used with confidence up to 7.0 tsf, with varying degrees 

of uncertainty at higher normal stresses. 

32. In the shear stress application system {see fig. 4) , the shear 

plane is located approximately 1/2 in. lower than the reaction point of 

the gudgeon pin on the hinged kicker. This is not understood. It is 

thought to be a design or construction error. It adds more eccentricity 

to that already produced by the normal force system. This eccentricity 
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produced by the offset of the gudgeon pin varies as the magnitude of the 

shear stress, and hence is also dependent on the normal stres� and gives 

more validity to the argument that the O'Neil shear apparatus may be 

used with certainty only at low normal stresses. 
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PART IV: TESTING PROGRAM AND PROCEDURES 

Soils 

33. Two standard soil samples, Vicksburg buckshot clay (CH) and 

Vicksburg silty clay (CL), were used in the test program. Index pro

perties and standard effort compaction test values, as obtained in the 

Division Laboratories Test Program (ref 8) , are as follows: 

CL CH 

Liquid limit (LL) 33. 0 56.0 
Plastic limit (PL) 22.0 22.0 
Plasticity index (PI) 11.0 34.0 
Specific gravity (G ) 2. 68 2.68 

s 
Optimum water content, % 16. 6 22.4 
Maximum dry density, pcf 109.2 97 . 9  

All test specimens were compacted at water contents 2 percentage points 

wet of optimum to 95 percent of maximum dry densities. 

Testing Program 

34. Standard direct shear tests were performed under normal 

stresses of 0.5, 1.5, 3.0, and 5. 0 tsf on specimens with initial . 
-4 

thicknesses of 0.5 in. at rates of displacement of 2 x 10 in. /min. 

Shearing was conducted with no gap between the upper and lower halves 

of the shear box. 

35. The principal set of CVDS tests on each soil type consisted of 

six tests on specimens consolidated- under pressures of- L 5, l�O; s-.o, 
7.0, 10.0, and 14. 0 tsf. These specimens were all consolidated in the 

modified O'Neil shear apparatus, had initial thicknesses (H0) of 0.50 

in., and were sheared at a rate of displacement of SS x 10-4 in. /min. 

Special CVDS tests were performed to examine the effects of certain 

variables as follows: 

2 3  



Thicker specimens (0.56 in. 
after consolidation) 

Specimens consolidated in 
lever loader and then trans
ferred to shear apparatus 

Shear displacement at 
slower rate 

Shear displacement at 
faster rate 

Number of Tests 
CL CH 

3 3 

4 2 

1 1 

1 1 

Preparation of Specimens 

36. Soils were mixed in a humid room to minimize water losses due 

to evaporation. A 150-gm specimen of the air-dry soil was weighed and 

the quantity of water to bring the water content of the soil to the 

desired water content was measured with a graduated cylinder. The soil 

and water were mixed as quickly as possible with a large spatula in a 

clean stainless steel pan which had just been wiped with a damp sponge 

to minimize water losses to the pan. The quantity of water added 

allowed 1/2 percent for losses due to evaporation. After being thor

oughly mixed, the material was forced through a No. 4 sieve to break 

down the larger particles and then stored in airtight glass jars to 

cure. The moistened soils were allowed to cure for a minimum of seven 

days. 

37. Prior to compacting a specimen into the shear box, a 1/2-in. 

thick dununy specimen was set up in the shear box assembly and a dial 

-indicator -mounted -on -the -frame i-ruH.<:a-t-ed the thickness of the dummy 

specimen. Two double nuts on the rods of the frame marked the position 

of the dial indicator. The dial indicator, loading yoke, top porous 

stone, and dummy specimen were then removed, and a weighed quantity of 

soil to give the desired density for a 3- by 3- by 1/2-in. specimen was 

placed in the shear box and spread uniformly. The soil was then compacted 

to within 0.02 in. of the final height in a single layer using a 
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kneading action of a tamper, the end area of which was 1/6 the area of 

the specimen. The porous stone, loading yoke, and dial indicator were 

replaced, and by pushing from the loading yoke, the specimen was stat-
, 

ically compressed to return the dial indicator to its original reading 

for a specimen height of 1/2 in. For thicker specimens, the 1/2-in. 

thick dumny was also used, but the dial indicator was returned to a 

reading which supplied the required additional thickness. The shear box 

assembly was then mounted on the shear device (or in the lever loader 

for the special tests) for consolidation. 

Consolidation 

38. After a specimen was compacted into the shear box, the shear 

box assembly was centered on the bearing plate of the shear device so 

that the compression rods fitted into the slots of the loading yoke. 

The hinged kicker was then connected to the top shear block. If the 

machined surfaces of these two parts did not match perfectly, the posi

tion of the hinged kicker was adjusted with the length adjuster. After 

the hinged kicker and shear block were connected, the knurled nuts on 

the compression rods were brought into contact, from the top and bottom, 

with the loading yoke. Care was taken that the piston of the loading 

yoke sat flatly on the porous stone and that neither the piston nor the 

porous stone touched the inside of the top shear block. The floating 

pin was then put into the axial bore in the pin guides, and the leveling 

bar mounted and leveled on the assembly. The vertical thickness dial 

was then mounted and clamped to the two rods of the frame with its stem 

bearing on the glass plate of the leveling_�- The_ first- increment- 0-f

normal stress was then applied to the specimen and the shear box filled 

with distilled water. 
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Drained Shear Testing 

39. After the specimen had been consolidated on the shear device, 

the HT shaft was brought into contact with the shear box. When the dis• 

placement rate had been selected, the holding pins were pulled and the 

motor started. In the drained direct shear test, readings of shear 

force, horizontal deformation, and vertical deformation were made at 

appropriate intervals. The rate of displacement in the drained tests 

was slow enough to permit complete drainage in the test. 

Constant-Volume Shear Testing 

40. In the constant-volume shear test, the vertical strain-con

trolled system was reengaged after consolidating the specimen in the 

shear apparatus. This was done by retightening the jam nuts against 

the bottom support bar, bringing both nuts into contact with the bar 

si�ultaneously, and applying the same torque to each nut. Opera�ed 

�n this manner, a constant normal force was maintained on the specimen. 

After retightening, the force reading on the normal force gage was 

returned to its initial value with the vertical hand crank if the 

reading changed during this operation. The air pressure was then re

leased from the pneumatic cell. As the pressure was released with the 

regulator, the force shown on the normal force gage tended to decrease. 

This decrease was counteracted by adjusting the vertical crank to main

tain a constant normal force reading until all the pressure was removed. 

Now with the gear box set in the manual position, the handle of the hori

zontal screw jack was turned to bring the HT shaft into contact with the 

shear�box. When contact was made, movement was iniicated by the shear 

force gage. Typically, one or two divisions of deflection were used as 

a seating load in this testing program. The gear box range selector was 

then engaged and the rheostat and motor speed set for the desired dis

placement rate. The vertical dial indicator was reset. The horizontal 

dial indicator was set and the holding pin pulled. Shear was then 

initiated by turning the motor switch from brake to FWD. During shear, 
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tendency of the soil to expand or contract was counteracted by varying 

the normal force with the vertical hand crank. The gearing of the ver

tical gear box was such that the vertical hand crank was turned in the 

direction that the pointer of the dial indicator must move to return to 

its initial position. Trials showed that the dial indicator reading 

could be controlled to within± 0. 00003 in. during shear. Gage readings 

of the shear stress, normal stress, and horizontal deformation were made 

at appropriate intervals during the test. 

Disassembly of Apparatus 

41. When a shear test had been completed, the shear box assembly 

was removed and disassembled, and the soil specimen removed and trinnned 

for the final water content determination. When the predetermined hori

zontal deformation to complete a shear test was reached, the drive motor 

was shut off and the water removed from the shear box. The shear force 

was removed by putting the gear box in the manual position and turning 

the horizontal jack clockwise. Next the normal force was removed by 

turning the vertical jack clockwise. If the test was a drained test, the 

normal stress was removed by releasing the air pressure with-the regu

lator, reengaging the controlled strain system, and returning the ver

tical force gage to zero with the vertical crank. The dial indicator, 

leveling bar, and floating pin were then removed from the assembly and 

the hinged kicker disconnected. The nuts on the compression rods were 

loosened from the loading yoke and the shear box and yoke were removed 

from the shear device. The yoke was lifted off and set aside. 

42._ Tha remaining assembly was-removed- from-the- shear- box- by-
lifting from the two rods of the lower porous stone frame. This assemb

ly was set on a flat surface and a slight vertical pressure applied to 

the rods to break the bottom porous stone free from the soil specimen. 

The top shear block was then lifted up and off the specimen while apply

ing a slight pressure with the fingers to the top porous stone to prevent 

the top of the specimen from lifting off with the top shear block. The 
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top porous stone was removed and the soil pushed out of the lower shear 

plate. The soil pat was then blotted dry and a thickness of material 

slightly greater than 1/16 in. was triunned all around from the surface 

of the specimen. This material was trimmed away to remove water which 

was taken in by the soil under reduced normal pressure. The remaining 

material was used to determine the final water content. 
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PART V: TEST RESULTS 

Presentation of Test Re&ults 

43. The drained direct shear tests are summarized in table 1 and 

the constant-volume direct shear tests in table 2. Plots of test data 

are presented in the following order: 

Standard drained direct shear tests: 

Shear stress and vertical deflection 
versus horizontal displacement 

Effective stress ratio versus 
horizontal displacement 

Constant-volume direct shear tests: 

Shear and effective normal stresses 
versus horizontal displacement 

Effective stress ratio versus 
horizontal displacement 

Stress paths (specimens of different 
thicknesses) 

Stress-displacement curves for 
various rates of displacement 

Figure Numbers 
CL soil CH soil 

12 17 

13 18 

14 19 

15 20 

16 21 

22 22 

Discussion of Test Results 

44. Table 3 summarizes the drained shear strengths and undrained 

shear strengths obtained in various types of t�sts on both the CL and 

CH s0ils. 

Standard drained direct shear 

45. It is to be noted on table 3 and from fig. 23 that very close 

agreement was obtained on.both soils in the drained direct shear tests 

performed in the O'Neil apparatus with no gap provided between the 

upper and lower parts of the shear box with those obtained by WES in 

the Division Laboratories standard soil sampling testing program with 
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Fig. 13. Effective stress ratio-displacement relationships 
for CL soil in drained direct shear 
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its regular direct shear equipment. The test results are also in good 

agreement for both soils with the R values obtained in the WES 

triaxial tests for the Division Laboratories program. 

Adjustment of normal stress 
during shear, CVDS tests 

46. The specimens had a general tendency to decrease in volume 

when sheared so the normal stress had to be continually decreased during 

the test. A study of the test results indicates that changes in the 

normal stress occurred in a relatively regular manner (see figs. 14 and 

19). During the early stages of the test, the rate of change was rapid 

but began slowing down at or near the time that the shear stress reached 

its peak value. For the duration of the test, the normal stress had to 

be continuously reduced, but at a steadily decreasing rate. Considering 

this behavior in terms of equivalent pore pressure and strength, the 

pore pressure increases rapidly up to about peak shear stress, and then 

increases slowly at an ever decreasing rate. This finding implies that 

these materials show a structural rigidity at low strains, which is pro

gressively broken down when approaching failure. This finding agrees 
1 

with that of Bjerrum and Landva in constant-volume simple shear tests 

on a Norwegian quick clay. 

Effective shear strength, CVDS tests 

47. As shown in table 3 and figs. 24, 25, and·26, there was no 

consistent pattern of shear strength values based on effective stresses 

determined in the CVDS tests when compared to the R triaxial and stan

dard direct shear values. While there was close agreement for the 

H • 0.50-in. specimens, tests with the thicker specimens (H = 0. 56 in. ) 
0 c 

gave a r/Ji va--iue a�most � aegnlgber tban tbe other types of tests for 

the CL soil. For the CH soil, the CVDS tests showed ¢' values 5 to 10 

deg higher than the average of the other types of tests, the higher 

value being for the tests on the thicker specimens. 

Total stress envelopes 

48. Shear.strength envelopes based on total stresses are shown 

in fig. 25 for the CVDS tests on both soils and for the R triaxial 
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tests on the same soils performed by WES in the Division Laboratories 

testi�g program. There are substantial differences in the results of 

the CVDS and the R triaxial tests, the differences being much more pro

nounced in tests on the CL soils. There are significant differences 

also in shear strengths of CVDS specimens of different thicknesses. 

Summary plots comparing shear strengths based on CVDS tests using 

specimens of two different thicknesses with those of the R triaxial 

tests are given in fig. 26. 

Effect of displacement rate 

49. CVDS tests were conducted on the CL and CH soils at three 

different rates of horizontal displacement: 2. 2, 55, and 200 or 

300 x 10-4 in. /min. The test specimens were all consolidated prior to 

shear under a normal stress of 3 tons/sq ft. Effective normal and shear 

stresses are plotted against horizontal displacements in fig. 22. After 

about 0.1 in. horizontal displacement had taken place, the normal stress 

values for all three displacement rates plotted on a singl� curve. 

Shear stress values were, however, affected by the rate of displacement. 

At any given displacement, the shear stresses were lowest for the slow

est rate of displacement and highest for the fastest rate of displace

ment, the difference being more pronounced on the CH soils. It will be 

noted on table 1 that for the standard direct shear tests on the CL 

soils an increase in rate of horizontal displacement by a factor of 

27 had no effect on the value of maximum shear stress while the same 

increase in the rate of horizontal displacement in tests on the CH soil 

resulted in a reduction of about 15 percent in the maximum shear stress. 

Thus _th_e ...change in Msp-lacement -ra-te i-n -the -CVDS tests had reverse effects 

to that in the drained direct shear tests. 
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PART VI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Evaluation of the O'Ne i l  Devi ce 

SO. The O'Neil she ar app aratus was desi gned to perform the equiv

alent of an R te s t  by continua l ly varying the no rmal stre ss during 

shear so that the volume of the spe cimen remai ns constant. The vertical 

hei gh t  sy s tem i s  so designed that the speci men height i s  measured dire ctly 

wi thout the inf luence o f  the deflection o f  the app aratus except for the 

deflect ion o f  the porous s tones which i s  small. 

51. The no rmal stre ss sys tem cons i s t s  o f  two long frame s wi th a 

load ring acting between them. The fastening s i n  the normal stress 

system are not su ffi ci ently ri gid to prevent si desway and l ate ral 

deflection of the frame s and the introdu ction of unwanted eccentri c 

load s to the sys tem. The sys tem u t i l i z e s  a load ring to me as ure she ar 

force , and the i nduced deflection of the ri ng aggravate s the ecc entri ci ty 

in the normal stre s s  sy stem. The hori zontal p l ane o f  se paration o f  the 

shear box as shown on the drawi ng s i s  about 1/2 i n. lower than the plane 

o f  app lication o f  the she ar force. No rea son i s  known for thi s. Thi s 

testing pro gram has shown that the interac tion o f  the she ar and normal 

stre s s  sys tems caus es til ting o f  the top surface o f  the soi l specimen. 

Thi s effect i s  very noti ceable wi th normal s tre s s es above 7.0 ts f ,  

. ind icating tha t very nonuni form strains and ro ta tions o ccur during 

she ar in thi s  d evi ce. 

52. The horizontal drive sys tem o ffers a wide range of rates o f  

dis placement , out experience has sliown that there i s  a subrange o f  un

certain rate s o f  displacements wi thi n the to tal range. Thi s i s  attri b

uted to the ge aring of the system and the need for the drive mo tor to 

run c l o s e  to i t s  shut-o ff s peed in the uncertain range. Be cause of the 

flexibi l i ty o f  the shear fo rce ring , the te s t  i s  no t truly contro lled 

strai n until af ter peak shear stres s  has been reached; thi s ,  o f  course , 

app l i e s  to any flexibl e system uti liz ed to meas ure force. 
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53. The test output of the O'Neil shear device might be increased 

with
\

preconsolidation equipment. This testing program has shown, how

ever, that the transfer of a specimen consolidated in a preloader to the 

shear device releases normal stress even with only minute apparatus 

deflections permitted. Thus even if the difficulties connected with 

the shearing device itself were overcome, the O'Neil device does not 

offer any substantial savings in testing time over a conventional 

consolidated-undrained or consolidated-drained test. 

54. In conclusion, precision of test results connot be achieved 

with the present O'Neil device. Before the device could become a truly 

useful research tool, it would have to be further modified to correct 

its design difficulties described herein. 

General Evaluation of the CVDS Test 

55. The constant-volume direct shear test suffers the same dis

advantages as the drained direct shear test: mainly, an unknown distri

bution of stresses and strains within the soil and the influence on 

strength of progressive failure. 

56. A device to perform such a test is inherently more complicated 

and expensive than the conventional direct shear apparatus, and experience 

with the O'Neil device has shown that different operators influence the 

results to some extent. 

57. The constant-volume direct shear test is based on the require

ment that complete equilibrium of pore water pressure exists prior to 

shear, and therefore the time required for consolidation of soil speci

mens would be the same for both methods of testing. The reduction in 

testing time using a constant-volume shear device is in the shearing 

phase, (as more time is required for shear in the conventional drained 

direct shear) and in the omission of back-pressure saturation (as is 

required in the R triaxial test). 

58. Since no volume change cari be permitted in a CVDS test, it is 

necessary to operate without a gap between the top and bottom halves of 
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the shear box as any extrusion wou ld cause volume change and thu s  vio

l ate the as sumed cond itions o f  the te s t. An ungapped shear box may 

introduce friction force between the halves o f  the boxes� and thus 

incre ase the shear stre s s ; on the o ther hand, the trans fer of normal 

s tre s s  to the box i t s e l f  through skin fri ction wo uld reduce the no rmal 

stre s s  on the spe cimen. While the se two factors are compens ating , their 

ne t e ffect on she ar s trength determina tion is ind e termina te. 

59. In thi s  tes ting program, the CVDS test has yie lded i n  general 

somewhat high e f fective s t rengths at (T/a) max and low to tal s treng ths. 

O'Nei l  (1962) has st ated that for some soil s , the e ffec tive s trength at 

(T/cr) max may be a more accurate fai lure cri terion than the peak shear 

strength, s o.the constant-vo lume d i rect she ar te s t  al so introduces 

interpre tive difficultie s . 

Recommendations 

60 . Further re se arch would be needed to investigate the i nfluence 

of spe cimen thickne s s  on s trength. Since in R triaxia l tests the speci

men is s atura ted prior to shear, it is thought that in any future 

re search i nto the cons tant-volume direct she ar te s t ,  provision should 

be made to saturate the s pecimen. 

61. Hand adjus tment o f  the normal s tre s s  to maint ain cons tant 

vol ume could be �utomated with no particu lar d if ficu lty to el iminate 

opera tor influence. I f  thi s automa tion were ac complished and the no ted 

defic ienci es corrected , the cons t ant-vo lume direct she ar te s t  mi ght 

prove to be a useful laboratory shear s trength te s t. 
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Initial �itions 
Consolidation Dry pegree of Water 

Teet Pressure, a Density Void paturation Content 
� tsf c 

---1?£L_ Ratio t __ 't_ 

1 SL 0.5 103.8 0.61 81.1 18.4 
2 SL 1.5 103.7 0.61 81.S 18.6 

3 SL 3.0 103.9 0.61 80. 7 18.3 

4 SLF 3.0 103.S 0.62 82.1 18.8 

S SL s.o 103.9 0.61 81.1 18.4 

1 SH 0.5 92.8 0.80 82.8 24.7 

2 SH 1.5 93.2 0. 79 81.6 24.1 

3 SH 3.0 93.4 o. 79 81.2 23.8 

4 SHF 3.0 93.1 0.80 82.0 24.3 

5 SH s.o 93.4 0. 79 81.2 23.8 

NOTE: 
S • Drained Direct Shear Test 

L • CL Soil 
H • CH Soil 
F • Fast Rate of Displacement 

Table 1 

SUtllllary of Drained Direct 

Rate of 
Void Ratio Horizontal 

After Disglacement 
Consolidation 10· in. /min 

� 

0.60 2 
0.60 2 

0.53 2 

0.54 55 

0.57 2 

£Ll2!l 
0. 79 2 

o. 71 2 
0.64 2 

0.61 55 

0.56 2 

Shear Tests 

Maxi111.1111 
Shear Stress, T 

tsf 

0.40 
1.12 

1.98 

1.98 

3.55 

0.34 

0.77 
1.39 

1.19 

2.20 

At Maximum Shear Stress 
Vertical Horizontal Time to �ffective Deflection DisplJcement Max T Stress Ratio, Tfa 
io-3 in. 10· in. � c 

2 273 1370 0. 78 
11 298 1598 0.75 

21 349 2095 0.66 

18 355 88 0.67 

22 425 2232 0.67 

2 86 514 0.66 

15 282 1421 0. 52 
16 282 1587 0.47 

ii 210 54 0.40 

17 280 1750 0.44 



Table 2 

S'-rv of Constant-Volume Direct Shear Teat lleaulta 

Rate of 
Horbontal 

Diaplacement 
io-4 in. /rain 

At Maximum Obliquity,*** (T/lt)ma.x 

1 IL 
2 IL 
3 ILT 
4 RI.TC 
5 RLF 
6 RLS 
7 RLH 
8 RL 
9 RL 

10 ILT 
11 RLTC 
12 RLH 
13 RL 
14 RL 
15 RLH 

1 RH 
2 RH 
3 RHT 
4 RHF 
5 RHS 
6 RHB 
7 RH 
8 RH 
9 RHT 

10 RHB 
11 RB 
12 RH 
13 RHB 

Conaolldation 
Pressure** 

taf 

1.5 
3.0 
3.0 (2.14) 
3.0 (2.24) 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
s.o 
7.0 
7 .o (6.03) 
7.0 cs.on 
7.0 

14.0 
14.0 

1.5 
3.0 
3.0 (2.75) 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
s.o 
7.0 
7 .o (6.22) 
7.0 

10.0 
14.0 
14.0 

Dry 
De'naity 
--.2£.L 

l.04.0 

l.03.8 

l.04.1 

l.03.7 

l.03.9 
J.03.8 
J.03.5 
J.03.6 
J.03.6 
1.03.9 
103.8 
103.4 
103. 7 
l.03.9 
1.03.5 

93.2 
93.3 
92.5 
93.1 
92.9 
93.0 
93.1 
93.0 
93.0 
93.2 
93.4 
93.5 
92.7 

Vold 
Ratio 

0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0.62 
0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0.62 
0.61 
0.61 
0.62 

0.80 
0.79 
0.81 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
o. 79 
o. 79 
0.80 

Degree of 
Saturation 

'1 

80.7 
81.4 
80.3 
81.5 
80.9 
81.3 
82.3 
81.8 
81.9 
80.8 
81.4 
82.7 
81.7 
80.9 
82.3 

81.8 
81.4 
83.6 
82.0 
82.5 
82.3 
82.0 
82.4 
82.3 
81.5 
81.2 
80.6 
82.8 

Water 
Content 

--"-

18.3 
18.5 
18.1 
18.6 
18.3 
18.5 
18.8 
18. 7 
18. 7 
18.3 
18.5 
18.9 
18.6 
18.3 
18.8 

24.2 
24.0 
25.2 
24.3 
24.5 
24.4 
24.3 
24.5 
24.5 
24.1 
23.8 
23.7 
24.9 

Vold Ratio 
After 

Conaolidation 

� 

0.57 
0.57 
0.58 
0.56 
0.54 
0.56 
0.53 
O.S2 
0.52 
0.51 
0.S3 
0.52 
0.53 
0.49 
0.48 

£!...§2!! 

0.69 
0.64 
0.66 
0.65 
0.64 
0.66 
0.57 
0.52 
0.51 
0.51 
0.47 
0.42 
0.41 

* LEGEND FOR TEST NUMBERS: 

First letter: 
Second latter: 

Third latter: 

R • Constant voltDe direct shear teat 
L • Teat on CL soil 
H • Teat on CH soil 

_4 F • Diaplac-nt faater than normal rate of 55 x 10_4 in. /rain 
S • Displacement alCNer than normal rate of 55 x 10 in. /min 

SS 
SS 
55 
55 

350 
2 

SS 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
SS 

55 
55 
55 

200 
2 

SS 
55 
55 
SS 
55 
55 
SS 
55 

Shear 
Stress, ,. 

taf 

0.37 
0.45 
0.36 
0.49 
0.49 
0.43 
0.54 
0.67 
0.81 
0.97 
1.04 
1.31 
1.17 
l.S9 
1. 74 

0.38 
o. 71 
0.81 
0.82 
0.61 
0.80 

1.08 
1.10 
1.41 
1.53 
1.58 
1.91 
2.20 

T • Specimen first conaolidated in lever loader (othera consolidated in shear device) 
H • Specimen thickneu O. 56 in. after conaolldation (all others O. 50 in. before conaolldation) 
C • Check teat Fourth letter: 

Effective 
Normal Streas, a 

Uf 

0.46 
0.54 
0.39 
0.56 
0.61 
0.60 
o. 73 
0.92 
1.16 
1.32 
1.50 
1.83 
1.63 
2.37 
2.47 

D.53 
1.03 
1.29 
1.24 
1.16 
1.09 

l. 74 
1.77 
2.55 
2.25 
2.57 
3.37 
3.16 

** Valuea in parenthesea are normal atreeaes on specimen after transfer froa level loader required to maintain constant volime 

Effective 
Streu Ratio, r/a 

0.79 
0.83 
0.93 
0.87 
0.80 
0.72 
0.75 
o. 72 
o. 70 
0. 74 
0.69 
o. 71 
0.72 
0.67 
0.70 

o. 72 
0.69 
0.63 
0.66 
0.53 
0.74 

0.62 
0.62 
0.55 
0.68 
0.62 
0.57 
0.10 

*** Since maxilll\llll effective atreea ratio occurred generally at maxi- horlzontal displacement, valuea ahovn are thoae at 0.4 in. displacement 



Table 3 

Comoarison of Drained and Undrained Shear Strengths Obtained in Different !'.IEes of Tests 

CL Soil CH Soil 
Initial Condition Shear Strength Initial Condition Shear Strength 
w, % yd' pcf ¢, deg c, tsf w, % yd' pcf ¢, deg c, tsf 

1. Drained Shear Str�ngth: 
a. Standard S direct shear 

procedure 
(1) WES - 2d �ivision 

Laboratories Program 18.4 103.7 33.5 0.04 24.9 93.0 23.5 0.09 
(2) Tests in 4,)'Neil 

apparatus 18.4 103.8 33.1 0.08 24.1 93.2 22.5 0.14 
. 

b. Constant vol� direct 
shear tests 

. (1) Specimen fith 
H • 0.50 in. 18.5 103.8 32.6 0.09 24.1 93.2 28.5 0.13 

(2) 0 Specimen fi th 
H • 0.56 in. 18.8 103.4 34.8 0.04* 24.3 93.0 33.9 0.07 c 

c. R triaxial c�pression 
tests 
WES - "1st Di�sion 
Laboratories frogram 17.4 103.8 33.0 0.05 24.1 93.2 24.0 0.12 

2. Undrained Shear S�reagth: 
a. R triaxial C?1Jlpression 

tests 
WES - 1st Divf sion 

17.4 103.8 18.0 0.30 24.1 93.2 16.0 0.05 Laboratories frogram 
b. Constant vol�ne direct 

shear tests 
(1) H • 0.50 in. 18.5 103.8 11.3 0.04 24.1 93.2 13.0 0.16 

0 11.5 0.30 (2) H • 0.56 in. 18.8 103.4 27.0 o.oo 24.3 93.0 c 



APPENDIX A 

USE OF LEVER LOADER FOR CONS OLIDATING CVDS TE ST SPECIMENS 

1. The O'Nei l  lever loader consi s t s  of a s teel frame made up of 

welded channe l and ang le beams. The devi ce is approximately 20 i n. 

long, 12 in. wide, and 15 in. high. Load is appl ied to a hanger on the 

lower lever. Thi s load i s  magni fi ed and transferred through a tie rod 

to the top leve r which magni fi es i t  again and applies i t  through the 

load ing yoke to the s pe cimen . 

2. Thi s doub le lever sys tem allows a 20 to 1 load magni fi cation 

in a length of only 20 in. The tie rod between the upper and lower 

levers i s  equipped wi th a nu t which allows the lower l ever to be main

tained in a hori zontal posi tion .  Thi s i s  import ant since i f  thi s lever 

became inclined , the magni fi cation ratio would change. 

3 .  Th e  top lever i s  e qui pped wi th a large i ron counterweight whi ch 

ad ju s t s  in a s crew to allow the wei ght of the yoke and the other load ing 

devi ces to be balanced. 

4. The lever load er was balanced and then calibrated using d e ad 

wei ght s and a Bal dwin l oad ce l l  and indicator. The lever loader was 

calibra ted to have a magni fi cati on ratio of 20.28 to 1 wi th the posi tion 

of the counterweight and fri c tion in the conne cting pin inc luded. 

During the cal ibration of thi s  uni t, it was ob served that vibrati ons 

were a l s o  magni fi ed by the lever ra tio and vibrations induced by air 

currents were very s low to damp out .  Thi s behavi or was ver� p�onounced 

at high load s .  At 4.0 t s f  the ampli tud e of vibrations induced by ai r 

current s was approximat ely 0.1 t s f. 

5. Equi pment required for separate specimen consolidation along 

wi th the lever load er is a she ar box a s s emb ly , two hold-down screw s , 

and a mi crometer wrench whi ch turns the two hold -down screws simu l

taneous ly. After being fu lly cons olid ated in the lever loader, the 

specimen in the shear box assemb ly i s  tran s ferred to the shear devi ce 
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using a procedure which maintains a constant vertical height dial read

ing'� The procedure and other aspects of the transfer operation will be 

discussed in greater detail later. 

6. The lever loader device was calibrated by applying a known load 

to the lever system and measuring the magnification of this load by the 

lever loader. Dead weights weighed to the nearest 0. 1 gm were used as 

the input load, and the output load was measured with a Baldwin load 

cell and indicator. The input load was applied to a hanger resting on 

a knife edge on the lower lever which was maintained in a horizontal 

position throughout the calibration. The iron counterweight on the top 

lever was adjusted to balance the weight of the loading bar and hanger 

during the calibration. The ratio of the output load to the input was 

not always constant. There was some scatter, but �his was thought to 

be due to friction in the pin connections within the device and the 

inability to always hold the lower lever horizontal. An average factor 

was taken over the range of calibration giving agreement to within 0. 1 

percent of any factor over the calibrated range. 

7. Vibrations introduced to the hanger by air currents were magni

fied by the lever ratio and were slow to damp out. During actual tests, 

care was taken to minimize vibrations, although invariably some were 

introduced by load application and by air currents. 

Preconsolidation and Transfer 

8. The lever loader device was used to consolidate specimens inde

pendent of the shear apparatus. After the specimen was placed in the 

shear box assembly, the assembly was centered on the top channel beam 

of the lever loader so that the loading rods fit into the slots of the 

loading yoke. The loading yoke was positioned on the top porous stone 

so that the hold-down screws fit through the holes in the yoke and screw 

into the threaded holes in the shear box. To ensure that the yoke and 

shear box were in alignment after consolidation, the hold-down screws 

were put on the assembly in position before-consolidation, and left on 
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during conso lidati on. The ho ld -down s crews were centered such th at they 

did no t touch the yoke during consolida tion or the trans fer operation. 

Wi th the assemb ly ali gned and posi t ioned on the lever loader ,  and the 

lever loader balanced with the counterweight to compens ate for the 

wei ght of the yoke , a dead weight to give a sea ting stress of 0.1 tsf 

was put on the hanger; the lever maint ained leve l by manual ad ju s tment; 

and the nuts on the loading rod s brought i nto contact wi th the yoke from 

the top only. The floating pin , leve ling bar ,  and dial indi cator were 

then put on the assemb ly and the fi r s t  increment o f  normal s tre s s  applied 

to the sy s tem by add ing dead weights to the hangar. After the appli ca

tion o f  e ach load increment , the lever was re leve led with the nut on the 

tie rod . 

9. When the specimen had been fully conso lid ated , i t  was trans

ferred in the shear box a.s sembly to the shear devi ce u sing a technique 

which maint ained a constant ve rtical height d i al re ading duri ng the 

trans fer. Firs t the hold-down s crews , which ride on b al l  b earing s ,  

were tightened down so that they jus t  touched the loading yoke. , One leg 

o f  the mi crometer wrench was then loosened and t he legs o f  the wrench 

turned so that the All en wrenches on t he legs fi t into the sock e t  he ad s 

o f  the ho ld-down screws. The loo s ened leg o f·the wrench was then 

retigh tened. Now wi th the mi crome ter wrench , the hold-down s crews we re 

turned down s l owly and carefully unti l a tendency for movement was seen 

on the d i al indi cator. When the tendency for movement was seen, s tre s s  

was removed from the specimen b y  manual ly l i fti ng the lower lever to 

compensate for the tendency for movement. Now the ho ld -down screws 

were turned down again , and- the pro c e s s  repe ated-unti l all the s tres s 

appl ied by the l ever sy s t�m i s  removed , wi th the dial ind i cator re ad ing 

unchanged. The wei ghts on the hanger were then removed and the l eveling 

bar removed from the she ar box and l ever loader. The shear box a s s emb ly 

wi th the mi crome ter wrench s ti l l in posi tion was then carried to the 

shear d evice and centered on the be aring p l at e  so that the compre ssion 

rod s fi t into the s lo t s  o f  the loading yoke. The normal loading frame 

was then po sitioned so that there was adequate c l e arance between the 
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micrometer wrench and the vertical ball bushing shaft to allow the 

removal of the wrench after the transfer of load to the normal loading 

system. When the assembly was on the shear device and the clearance 

checked, the hinged kicker was connected to the top shear block and the 

level bar was replaced on the shear box assembly. The dial indicator 

was then set at an arbitrary value and stabilized, and the knurled nuts 

on the compression rods were brought'into contact with the loading yoke 

from the top and bottom. The normal load was then transferred from 

the hold-down screws to the normal loading system of the shear device. 

This was done by adding normal load to the specimen with the vertical 

hand crank until a tendency for movement was noted on the dial indica

tor, which was arrested by loosening or tightening the hold-down screws 

with the micrometer wrench. More load was added with the vertical hand 

crank and the process of compensating for movement.repeated until the 

hold-down screws turned free with the dial reading unchanged. The 

micrometer wrench and hold-down screws were then removed, and the speci

men was ready for shear. 

10. Even though the dial indicator remained essentially unchanged 

during the transfer operation, it was found that after the transfer, the 

stress level was lower than the stress during consolidation and the 

initial stress could not be reapplied to the specimen without additional 

consolidation. This will be discussed in more detail below under 

"Effects of Transferring." It was found very difficult to lift the 

hanger manually for high normal stresses during the transfer. To facili

tate this operation, a small hydraulic jack may be used to lift the 

weights on the hanger while regulating the height of the specimen with 

the micrometer wrench. 

Effects of Transferring . 

11. To investigate the effects on strength of transferring speci

mens from the lever loader to the shear device, specimens of the com

pacted soils were consolidated on the lever loader and then transferred 

to the shear device and sheared using the procedure described in 
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"Preconsolid ation and Trans fer" above. Al tho ugh the procedure u sed 

controlled the heigh t  of the soi l spe cimen (according to the d i a l  indi

ca tor on the d evice) to wi thin ± 0 . 00003 in. , a fter the transfer i t  was 

found that the s tre s s  whi ch had been applied by the preloader could no t 

be reapplied by the she ar devi ce wi thout add i t ional consolid ation o f  the 

soil. The s t ress losses af ter the trans fer were on the order of 10 per

cent for the CH soil and 20 pe rcent for the CL soil. 

12 . To inve st igate the se ver tical s tres s loss es , specimens of the 

two soils were compac ted and conso l id ated and the thickne ss of the speci• 

men o s c i l l ated in the shear devi ce to s imulate the oscillation which 

occurred during the removal of s tr e s s  and th e reappl ication during the 

trans fer opera ti on. Since the trans fers in thi s tes ting program were at 

3 . 0  and 7 . 0  t s f ,  the o s c i l l ations were conducted at these s tre s s  leve l s .  

During an actual trans fer , the removal o r  appli cat ion of s tre s s. i s  

s topped a s  soon a s  the slighte s t  tendency for movement i s  seen o n  the 

dial indicator. The ve rti cal movement s in the o s c i l l ation te s t s  were 

exaggerated to ± 0.0002 5 in. to ampl i fy any e ffect whi ch mi ght _ac count 

for the loss in stress duri ng the t rans fer. The oscill ation was carried 

ou t as quickly as po ssible to simulat e  the undrained cond i tions that 

migh t occur during trans fer. Each cy cle required approximate ly 3 min. 

The re sul t s  are seen in fi gs. Al through A4 . The curve s obtai ned from 

the o s ci l la ti on can be d e s cribed as soil hy s tere s i s  curves. From the 

figure s ,  i t  i s  seen tha t as the numb er o f  cycles increas es , the curves 

shi ft to the left , that i s ,  under a cyc l i ng load , the soil is unabl e  to 

support a given s tre s s  under the same vertical d e flec tion as in the 

previous cyc le. Thi s  indicates tha t the s tructure of the soil is broken 

down by o s ci l l ation , and the e ffect i s  more pronounced for the CL soil 

than for the CH soil. Thi s  could explain why the s tress losses are 

gre ater for the CL soi l than for the CH so i l  after trans fer .  

13. In "Measurement o f  Specimen Height , "  the special design o f  t he 

ve r ti cal hei ght contro l sys tem was d i s cussed. As was sta ted , the design 

o f  the sy s t em i s  s uch that the influence o f  apparatu s de flec tion on the 

te s t  resul ts is minimi zed. The se d e f lections , however minimal , are 

AS 
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Fig . A2. .  Oscillation of the he ight of a standard CH soil spe cimen consolidated 
under a vertical stres s  of 3 . 0 tsf 







present and do influence the results. To investigate the influence of 

the apparatus on transferring, a specimen of the CL soil was consoli

dated in the shear device. When consolidation was complete, the con• 

trolled strain system was engaged and the dial indicator stabilized. 

Now the normal stress was decreased until the tendency for movement 

could be seen on the dial indicator. Using the slope of the soil 

hysteresis curves for the CL material, it was determined that the "lost 

movement" in the vertical height control system is about 0.00008 in. 

This lost movement can be attributed to the deflection of the stressed 

porous stones and backlash of gears in the dial indicator. The average 

slope of the CL soil hysteresis plots is 0.0004 in./tsf. This is a 

fairly high "modulus" and indicates that a small loss of strain could 

result in a significant loss of stress. The writer believes that some 

combination of structural breakdown of the soil due to the oscillations 

involved in the transfer operation and the "lost movement" in the verti

cal height control system accounts for the reduction in normal stress 

after transfer. 

14. The maximum shear stress and stress path in general are af

fected by transferring as can be seen from figs. AS and A6. For both 

materials the strength is higher after a transfer than for specimens 

consolidated under the same normal stress and not transferred. This 

increase in strength is thought to be due to negative pore pressures 

which are induced by the release (loss) of normal stress during the 

transfer. Since the constant volume direct shear test is based on the 

theory that complete equalization of pore pressures exists prior to 

shear, the transfer operation is believed to be out of order since the 

design of the equipment does not ensure equalization of pore pressures 

after transfer. 

AlO 
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